
Put Down Roots 
Put down on your Scrabble board WORD ROOTS that convey a particular description, thought, or meaning (7s then 8s) 

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
  

7s [SENT] & [SENS] (feel, think) 

ASSENTS AENSSST ASSENT, to express agreement [v] 

CONSENT CENNOST to permit or approve [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISSENT DEINSST to disagree (to differ in opinion) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SENSATE AEENSST to sense (to perceive by senses (any of certain agencies through which individual receives impressions of external world)) [v -D, -S, -TING] 

SENSING EGINNSS SENSE, to perceive by senses (any of certain agencies through which individual receives impressions of external world) [v] 

SENSORS ENORSSS SENSOR, device that receives and responds to stimulus [n] 

SENSORY ENORSSY pertaining to senses or sensation [adj] 

SENSUAL AELNSSU pertaining to physical senses [adj] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s [SENT] & [SENS] (feel, think) 

ASSENTED ADEENSST ASSENT, to express agreement [v] 

ASSENTER AEENRSST one that assents (to express agreement) [n -S] 

ASSENTOR AENORSST assenter (one that assents (to express agreement)) [n -S] 

MISSENSE EEIMNSSS form of genetic mutation [n -S] 

NONSENSE EENNNOSS behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd [n -S] 

SENSEFUL EEFLNSSU sensible (having or showing good judgment) [adj] 

SENSIBLE BEEILNSS having or showing good judgment [adj -R, -ST] / something that can be sensed [n -S] 

SENSIBLY BEILNSSY SENSIBLE, having or showing good judgment [adv] 

SENSILLA AEILLNSS simple sense organ [n -E] 

SENSORIA AEINORSS parts of brain concerned with reception and interpretation of sensory stimuli [n SENSORIA] 

SENSUOUS ENOSSSUU pertaining to or derived from senses [adj] 

SENTENCE CEEENNST to declare judicially extent of punishment to be imposed [v -D, -CING, -S] 

SENTIENT EEINNSTT person or thing capable of sensation [n -S] 

SENTINEL EEILNNST to stand guard [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

SENTRIES EEINRSST SENTRY, one who stands guard [n] 

SUBSENSE BEENSSSU subdivision of sense [n -S] 

 


